Evionica is a technology company operating in the aviation industry. Our team consists of the best specialists as well as aviation‑
and technology‑enthusiasts. We create unique tools for the pilots training, dedicated software for flight schools ATO and CAMO
organizations, applications and cockpit systems for Performance and Weight & Balance calculations for passenger aircraft and
other dedicated aviation software. Our customers are: Lufthansa Aviation Training, Vienna International Airport, PLL LOT, LOT
Flight Academy, Enterair, Aeroclub of Warsaw, Airways Aviation, Rzeszow Airport, ULC, SmartJet and others.
Due to the dynamic development and new projects we are looking for aviation enthusiasts who would like to develop their wings
with us.

Aeronautical Engineer - Internship
Place: Warsaw

Your tasks:
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Development of theoretical part of aviation trainings for pilots in English
Design of e-learning materials (creation of slides, logic and testing)
Updating of Weight & Balance software
Flight school ATO software administration
Updating fleet in CAMO software
Configuring LMS software
Support in other projects

This offer is for you in case you:
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have an engineer title (preferred directions: aviation, transport and IT)
have very good command of English (min. B2/C1)
you can read aviation documentation in English (essential)
think logically and are able to draw conclusions
are an advanced Excel user
are available at least 30 hours a week (essential)
have experience in the field of aviation - very welcome (e.g. SPL, PPL, ATPL theory)
are interested in new technologies
want to develop your career in aviation industry
are passionate about aviation!

We offer:
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Taking care of your industry development
Involving in key projects
Adapting of your schedule to study plan
Employment for the best candidates after 3 months
Attractive compensation package

How to apply?
Please send us your CV to: hr@evionica.com until and inclusive 30.04.2019.
Add to your CV the following clause:
„I agree that my personal data will be processed by Evionica Sp. z o. o. for current and future recruitment processes. Evionica Sp. z o. o. is based
in Warsaw and this is in accordance with the law provisions dated 29.08.1997 ‑ protection of personal data (Law No. 133, Article 883, as
amended)”

Welcome aboard!

